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THE TEMPTATION OF IDEOLOGY.
THE BIRTH AND FORMATION
OF THE POLISH NATIONAL PHILOSOPHY IDEA
by Stanisław Pieróg

The article examines the origin and development of the idea of polish
national philosophy and shows its main philosophical presuppositions
and notions. It starts with the analysis of the works of Feliks Jaroński, Jan
Śniadecki and Józef Kalasanty Szaniawski. Their concepts are then shown
as being different from the romantic idea of polish national philosophy.
Next and main parts of the article concentrate on the ideas of romantic
philosophers, especially that formulated by Bronisław Trentowski, Karol
Libelt and others (like Maurycy Mochnacki or August Cieszkowski). The
article tries to give an overall and entire view on the idea of polish national
philosophy and also shows specific features of polish romanticism and the
way in which it differed from the german idealism, especially from the
Hegel’s point of view.
Summary by Tomasz Herbich

WHAT PHILOSOPHY DO POLES NEED TODAY?
by Ewa Starzyńska-Kościuszko

The article is my attempt to answer the question put forward in the
title by referring, on the one hand, to the current situation of philosophy in
Poland and, on the other hand, referring to the subject of the 7th Seminar of
Historians of Polish Philosophy („Polish Romanticisms”), to the romantic
tradition (the Polish „national philosophy” and messianism). I conclude that
in the current situation – the lack of philosophy in high schools, limited
teaching of philosophy at the universities – Poles need, above all, a broad
education in philosophy at various levels of education. They also need,
I believe, to think from a Polish national perspective in order to protect
themselves against cultural uniformity. This „national perspective”,
however, similarly to that of the representatives of the Polish „national
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philosophy”, must also be universal. The re-growing interest in messianism
is a sign that there are still Poles who need it and that the discussion about
Polish messianism is not over yet. It is a visible sign, though so far marginal, that the romantic tradition is still alive within Polish culture, and it is
a strictly Polish phenomenon dissimilar to anything found in the cultures
of other nations.

THE VIEW OF HISTORY IN POLISH ROMANTIC THOUGHT
by Grażyna Szumera

The article presents various views of history in the philosophical thought
of Polish Romanticism, especially in the writings of August Cieszkowski,
Adam Mickiewicz, Józef Maria Hoene-Wroński and Edward Dembowski. It
shows that the idea of fundamental and immanent transformation of human
life is common for their thoughts, although they differ in the approach
towards the detailed ways of historical development. The romantic historiosophy is seen as an reaction to the philosophy of Englihtment that developed
two main ideas: the messianic and the heroic one.
Summary by Tomasz Herbich

BETWEEN UTOPIA AND THE CRITIQUE OF UTOPIA.
THE ORIGINALITY OF AUGUST CIESZKOWSKI’S
POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY IN THE CONTEXT OF HIS EPOCH
by Tomasz Herbich

The article examines the problem of utopia in August Cieszkowski’s political philosophy. It tries to show that the philosophy of the author of Our
Father is based on a specific kind of conjunction between German philosophical background and the main ideas of French social-religious thought.
The conjunction results in making this thought different from both its main
influences. It is then stated in the conclusion that one of the main elements
of Cieszkowski’s thought is an attempt to construct such a philosophical and
political theory which will make it possible to formulate the ideals of social
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life in such a way that they can be not only the postulates, but the real sources
of political and social practice.
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